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The relationship between the future performance of corporate and cash dividends 
changes is that the former may be a result of later, while the later may be seen as a 
result of former also. From the perspective of Signaling Hypohesis, Future 
performance is an important factor for dividend policy decision of Listed companies. 
From the perspective of Free Cash Flow hypothesis, changes in cash dividends could 
play a role that make the agency costs problem worse or better, and than relate to the 
efficience using of company funds , checkup and supervise role from outside the 
company, which turn out to be futhre performance change .What kind of role cash 
dividend policy play? Is used as tool of signal to send the future perforrmanc 
messages in the case of asymmetric information or is used as a tool of controlling 
corporate agency cost problem in the case of surplus Free Cash Flow? 
We start this study from the theoretical perspective of Signaling Hypothesis, and 
Free Cash Flow Hypothesis. In this paper , we use group t test, sign test, correlation 
analysis, regression analysis and stability testing and some other methods to anlysis 
the relationship of cash dividend changes and company's future performance changes 
in different conditon. 
The results of this study showed that, changes in cash dividends obviously play a 
role of constrainting agency problem of Free Cash Flow, and effcet company’s funds 
using efficience and external supervision and strength from outside, which ultimate 
lead to future performance changes of company. This study support Free Cash Flow 
Hypothesis. Cash Dividend increase (not decrease) sends a signal of future 
performance changes, However, the signal is weak. 
This study differs in that:(1) This paper starting research from the wiewpoint of 
different Free Cash Flow circumstances, in which dividend changes relate to future 
performance changes, different from carry out study in the market reaction to 
dividend declared. (2) We analyse dividend policy from the perspective of Free Cash 
Flow , which different from profit flow basis. 
This research implications and policy advice are that: Listed companies could 
constraints agency costs of Free Cash Flow by Cash Dividend Policy, and improve the 
corporate governance environment, which will play a role in enhancing the company's 















empirical evidence for the Commission to protect the interests of small shareholders. 
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西方有关股利政策的研究 早可追溯到哈佛大学教授 John Lintner（1956）[1]











































































































































本文的总体研究结构如图 1.1 所示。 
 




研究假设的提出 回归模型的建立 变量的设计与计量 样本的选取 
实证结果检验与分析




















































西方股利政策的研究始于上世纪 50 年代，历经 50 余年，然而迄今为止，尚
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